This paper presents an approach using social semantics for the task of topic labelling by means of Open Topic Models. Our approach utilizes a social ontology to create an alignment of documents within a social network. Comprised category information is used to compute a topic generalization. We propose a feature-frequency-based method for measuring semantic relatedness which is needed in order to reduce the number of document features for the task of topic labelling. This method is evaluated against multiple human judgement experiments comprising two languages and three different resources. Overall the results show that social ontologies provide a rich source of terminological knowledge. The performance of the semantic relatedness measure with correlation values of up to .77 are quite promising. Results on the topic labelling experiment show, with an accuracy of up to .79, that our approach can be a valuable method for various NLP applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the problem of topic identification on Open Topic Models (OTM). That is, we are not heading towards a clustering of a document collection but labelling individual documents with the best fitting topic names obtained from a social ontology. In this context social ontologies are used as a source of terminological knowledge providing a large-scale but most importantly a flexible knowledge system in building OTM. OTM are topicrelated models in which content categories are not assigned in advance but change over time -contributed by the open community. Content categories themselves are predefined by the constantly growing social ontology itself. Our approach utilizes such a social ontology by the alignment of documents within a social network comprising category information trails. Therefore we treat the task of topic identification as a problem of ontology alignment. Doing this, we identify the documents of a collection that are most closely related for a given text fragment. We then use this article-category information to conduct a topic generalization. Our approach can be subdivided into three consecutive steps. Firstly, we build, using a social network, two vector representations (Wiki Vectors) comprising article and category conceptsdescribed in Section III-A. Secondly, we extract the most informative lexemes within a document by proposing a text representation by means of lexical chains (Section III-D). This is done in order to reduce the complexity within the topic labelling task. Tracking and connecting semantically related tokens in a text (lexical chaining) goes along with the task of measuring word relatedness. In this paper we propose a measure for semantic relatedness on the basis of distributional feature properties -Wiki Vectors -within a social network (Section 4). Thirdly, we compute thematic labels proposing a topic generalization technique using category trails within the Wikipedia taxonomy (Section III-B). In Section IV-B we present the results of our evaluation (Section IV). Experiments on semantic relatedness are based on four different datasets and compared to various state-ofthe-art approaches comprising three different resources and two languages. The task of topic identification by means of OTM is evaluated using two manually built corpora comprising 20 topics in 2000 documents. We show that our approach can be a valuable method for various NLPapplications.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years various approaches have been proposed to the problem of automatic modelling associations between words or text fragments. However, algorithms and results differ depending on resources and the way the experiment was set up. In general we can subdivide these approaches on the basis of their resources into three different groups: distributional, lexical-semantic net driven and Wikipediabased methods. Distributional similarity can be defined in measures establishing relatedness on direct co-occurrence in text (1 st order) -e.g. frequency information of cooccurrences [1] , [2] , on bigrams [3] , on information-based sequence distance [4] , on Google page-counts (Normalized Google Distance) [5] , [6] -or on comparing the similarity of contexts in which two terms occur (2 nd order). Here the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [7] has obtained particular attention, due to its success in a large variety of tasks involv- , EURO-WordNet [10] or its German counterpart GermaNet, [11] numerous measures have been proposed in the past ( [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] ). See I. Cramer (2009) [17] for an overview of the performance of lexical-semantic net related measures. The methods mostly use a hyponym-tree induced from a given word net. With regard to Wikipedia-based semantic relatedness computation, numerous approaches have been proposed. These methods mainly focus either on the hyperlink structure [18] , the vector space model (VSM) and/or on category concepts for graph related measures [19] , [20] . E. Gabrilovich and S. Markovitch (2007) [21] proposed a method called Explicit Semantic Analysis, which represents term similarity by a high-dimensional space of article concepts derived from Wikipedia. Our work follows their approach in terms of building a reduced vector representation from a social network. Hence, computing semantic relatedness differs to the methods stated above. Since most of the results of the previous approaches were reported on different human judged datasets we will evaluate our method on the three most widely used setup scenarios. Most approaches in topic identification focus either on topic clustering techniques [22] by clustering keywords using different notions of a similarity measure [23] , [24] or by an automatic text categorization [25] scenario using a small set of given categories. In this context, our approach utilizes over 55,000 different categories as topic labels and combines both keyword extraction as a type of text representation and categorization by means of topic labelling. Therefore the domain of our approach meets rather the task of ontology alignment [26] , [27] inducing social ontologies by means of the Wikipedia dataset as an automatic text categorization. See Figure 1 for an overview of the proposed ontology alignment (Section III-A) and topic generalization (Section III-B) technique. 
III. WIKIPEDIA SOCIAL SEMANTICS
Social networks such as Wikipedia offer the possibility of enhancing existing text representations through humandefined concepts. In this sense, concepts can be either reflected by Wikipedia articles or by their corresponding category information. The Wikipedia document collection is highly organized and constantly extended through the work of volunteers.
A. Wiki Feature Vector
Our approach utilizes both concepts in order to find the most prominent topics for a given document. An advantage of this combination is that even if a specific bit of information is not explicitly mentioned within an article set (for instance, when comparing two text fragments or words), we are able to predict their semantic relatedness on the basis of their shared category trails (implicit information). Our approach maps a minimum representation of the Wikipedia dataset into a weighted vector space using a rigorous feature reduction technique. That is, each article concept comprises an individual feature vector V 0 with assigned token features w i of strength k i weighted by the TF-IDF scheme [28] . Like Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2007) [21] , we additionally build an inverted vector index V 1 with assigned affinity scores of article concepts to the corresponding features. Let v1 i be an vector of the inverted index of word w i and its associated article concepts c j = {c t , ..., c M } as vector entries weighted by k jt . M defines the total number of considered concepts. In order to reduce V 1 to a minimum feature representation, we order all c j of v1 i by k jt in descending order and remove those c jt whose affinity score k jt is less than five percent of the highest k j . Therefore, for each input word w i we can retrieve the corresponding entries of v1 i utilizing s1 i = M as the number of vector entries by c j . Next, we build a second vector V 2 connecting article and category concepts. Let v2 i be a vector of article concept c i with its associated category concepts k j = {k j , ..., k N }, where N defines the total number of comprised category concepts. Therefore, s2 i = N reflects the length of v2 ithe number of comprised category concepts -for a given article concept c i . Following this, we are able to retrieve the number of unique category concepts s3 i for a given input word w i by iterating over v1 i and collecting k j . In addition, given a set of words W = {w i } of length p we merge all v1 i into V w as an weighted vector, reflecting the association of article concepts ordered by their strength.
Since this global feature vector is sorted in descending order, the first entries of our vector V w correspond to those article concepts which fits best to a given input text. Therefore we are able to predict for a given text fragment of length p the best associated articles within the Wikipedia network based upon our vector representation. This will be evaluated in Section IV.
B. Wiki Topic Generalization
Since we are focused on the task of topic identification we have to define descriptive topic labels. In contrast to other approaches using keyword extraction and clustering techniques, we are utilizing the category taxonomy of the social network. Note that this taxonomy is defined as openended. Therefore, topic labels are changing over time 1 , since the Wiki community constantly creates new article and category concepts. In principle, we connect a given text fragment to the most specific category concepts, proverbially taking an uphill walk within the taxonomy and 'dye' the trail we have visited. We have extracted the category taxonomy of Wikipedia in a top-down manner starting from the most generalized category (Category:Contents) and subsequently connected all subordinated categories to its superordinate nodes. Doing this, we forced the taxonomy in the representation of a directed tree D with one artificial root. The task of walking up the taxonomy therefore means walking along the hypernym edges of the category tree. Note that for each edge we pass, a topic generalization is comprised. Let V t be a vector of generalized category topics t i . Having V w as our article concept vector which represents best the text fragment W we primarily iterate over all entries of V w with length l and add all v2 i (our category concepts assigned to v1 i ) to V t . Note that v2 i inherits the feature weight k i of v1 i .
In a second step we perform the generalization by using the assigned t i ∈ V t limited to f to query hypernym categories d t ∈ D and adding them to V t . As the feature weight we use the value of k i from our starting point v1 i . Already used t i are 'dyed' in order to circumvent an overestimation of certain categories as well as to walk in a cycle. The f parameter allows us to adjust the extent of topic generalization. Since V t is also sorted in descending order, with the most general topics occur at the beginning of our topic vector, the most specific at the end. See Table II for an example ranking of topic generalization. The question that arises in order to compute efficiently even larger documents is: which words or features of a document should be used for the category alignment process? All occurring wordforms? Those comprising each sentence or paragraph? A combination of both? Since the complexity in computing V w is linear to the number of comprised tokens p of the input document W , we also need to apply a feature reduction technique to W . We propose a differentiated document representation on the basis of lexical chains [29] in order to reduce complexity but to retain the most valuable information features. We are following therefore the approach of Waltinger, Mehler, and Heyer (2008) [30] in extracting so called lexeme clouds as a representation of topic chains. Since lexical chains are derived by tracking and connecting semantically related tokens in a text, we need to be able to compute relatedness scores between individual token pairs.
C. Wiki Semantic Relatedness
We now present a measure for computing semantic relatedness -to derive a lexical chain representation -and its performance will be evaluated in section IV. Our approach utilizes concept frequency information of vector indices. This follows a search-engine-based word similarity distance, which is a measure derived from the number of returned hits for a given pair of keywords. The basic idea behind this approach is, that words with a similar or related meaning also tend to occur together in a given context. According to the work of Cilibrasi and Vitanyi (2007) [6] the Google distance (GD) can be derived by: where the Google code of length G(x) represents the shortest expected prefix-code word length of the associated Google event x. The expectation is taken over the Google distribution g. Adapting this idea to our reduced inverted index vector interpretation, we define the Wiki distance (W D) as:
where f x is the number of article concepts comprised by word x, f y is the number of article concepts comprised by word y and f x,y is the number of unique articles comprised by x, y together. M is the total size of our index. Since we have two different vector representations (comprising article and category concepts) for a given word, we define W D art (x, y) as the Wiki distance obtained by the article index and W D cat (x, y) as the distance derived from category concept frequency information for the word pair x and y. Both distances are then combined, defining the Wiki Semantics Distance (W SD):
where δ is a weighting parameter. The combination is needed in order to measure even those word pairs that do not occur together in the article collection. Consider the following example: the word pair colossus and gigant do not occur together within the reduced article vector, hence they are related and connected through the category vector representation. In order to compute the semantic relatedness (W SR) of token pairs we invert the resulting distance.
where 0 defines no relatedness and 1 complete relatedness. See Table I for an example of relatedness scores for different domains.
D. Input Document Representation
In the last step we tackle the task of lexeme extraction of an input document or text fragment by computing lexical chaining. That is, we first convert the input document into a graph representation G = (V, E, σ) where V is the set of all used w i ∈ W and E ⊆ V the corresponding set of edges and σ is the relatedness score computed by W SR (  Figure 2 ). Next we decompose G into its main components following the incremental graph cluster algorithm proposed by [31] . In contrast to [31] we consider edge weights for the partitioning process, rather then the highest proportion of edges. As a result we gain a vector of sets of associated lexeme clouds L. Each l j ∈ L vary in the length of their entries reflecting the strength of topics in the document. See Figure 3 for an example lexeme cloud extracted from an article. For the category alignment process we select only the main component of L, which is the topic chain with the highest number of entries -the primary topic information.
IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
The calculation of our feature vector representation is based upon the German version of Wikipedia (February 2009). After parsing the XML dump comprising 756,444 articles we conducted the preprocessing by lemmatizing all input tokens and removing smaller concepts. We ignored those articles having fewer than five incoming and outgoing links and fewer than 100 non stopwords. The final vector representation comprised 248,106 articles and 620.502 lemmata. The category tree representation consisted of 55,707 category entries utilizing 128,131 directed hyponomy edges.
A. Corpora
In order to evaluate the performance of WSR a reference corpus of pre-classified word pairs is needed. For the German language there are -to our best knowledge -only two reference datasets with respective to the correlation to human judgment available. The first resource compiled by Gurevych (2005) [32] is a translation of the word-pair list initially created by Rubenstein & Goodenough [33] consisting of 65 word pairs. The second dataset was compiled by Cramer and Finthammer (2008) [34] , comprising two lists of word pairs for which they obtained human judgements. The first list includes 100 word pairs -nouns manually collected from diverse semantic classes, e.g. abstract nouns, such as knowledge and concrete nouns, such as flatiron. The second list comprises 500 word pairs which are part of collocations (e.g. to help with words and deeds) or association relations (e.g. Africa and Tiger). For the English language we used the WordSimilarity-353 collection of Finkelstein, et al (2001) [35] , since various results were reported. We make use of all these lists in order to cover a wide range of relatedness types and levels and to have a true comparison to current state-of-the-art approaches. As a second evaluation we used W SR in order to split compounds. In this scenario the relatedness score reflects the affinity between a number of connected nouns. We operate on a reference corpus manually created by Holz and Biemann (2008) [36] , comprising 700 long German nouns. This dataset consists of 13 single nouns (no compounds), 640 two-part compounds, and 47 words consisting of three noun parts. In order to evaluate the topic identification on OTM we compiled two datasets comprising 1000 articles of the German Wikipedia (dataset B) and of the Meyer-Lexikon collection 2 (dataset A) each. Since both datasets are encyclopedia based and categorized by a taxonomy, we chose ten categories (e.g. fashion, politics, sports) as our open topics and selected for each category 100 articles. For each document, we computed the five and ten best generalized categories and compared if one of these matched the initial 3 category of the taxonomy. Note, we removed all category and HTML-markup information from the corpus. We report the level of accuracy this task was fulfilled. Additionally in the case of mismatches, we report on how close we are finally connected in the taxonomy. Doing this, we included a category context window of five levels. See Table IV -A for an overview of comprised sub-categories on the general topic level. Consider the following example: A article is finally categorized as a subordinate of our target category (level 1), when one of our five best topic labels matches one of the subordinate categories. [17] and Gurevych (2005) [32] ; results of the Latent Semantic Analyis (LSA) were kindly provided by Tonio Wandmacher [37] . The results of the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA1) were computed by applying the method of Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2007) [21] on the German and English Wikipedia document collection. Comparing the correlation results overall, we can see that the lexical network based measures show rather low coefficients. The distributional measures (LSA, Google) perform better. However, W SR outperforms all other relatedness scores except on the English dataset. The original ESA implementation reports a Spearmann correlation of 0.75 in contrast to W SR of 0.72. Our implementation of this method ESA2 shows a correlation of 0.70. This might be due to the selected Table III  NUMBER OF COMPRISED SUBCATEGORIES ON GENERAL TOPICS BY LEVEL   level/topic info spor  poli  medi liter  cult  econ  mili  educ  cloth relig  0  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  12  44  34  31  12  41  21  27  20  10  63  2  76  671  415  284  275  549  248  234  248  43  588  3  293  3339 1923 807  609  2760 1181 989  939  70  1781  4  631  8026 4403 1207 1075 6483 2995 1922 1951 81  2870  5  889  8618 8351 1483 1388 9930 4228 2440 2156 83  4083   Table IV Table VII we can observe that with an F-Measure of .857, W SR can also be successfully applied to the task of compound splitting. We retrieve better results on both recall and precision than those reported by Holz and Biemann (2008) [36] . The results of the last experiment are shown in Tables 8 -11 . As we can observe the Wiki Topic Generalization also performs very well with an average accuracy of .627 (level 0) and .705 (level 1) on the topic identification experiment. Since our approach utilized a Wikipedia dump the results on dataset B are not surprising. However, identifying the five/ten best topic labels out of a set of over 55,000 is still very good. Therefore, results on dataset A (1000 articles from Meyer-Lexikon) with an accuracy of .651 (level 0) and .731 (level 1) support the good performance on the topic identification task for OTM. Additionally, analyzing the results of the OTM we can observe there are many examples that are truly aligned on the right or the same article within Wikipedia, hence the generalization process over-generalized or under-generalized the category trails. Therefore most of the incorrectly-classified documents were actually labelled correctly -hence not exactly the one we defined and therefore marked as false. For instance, the article cd burner is tracked to the Wikipedia article concept cd burner but generalized to technical instrument, storage medium, hardware but not directly to informatics Moreover, since we randomly downloaded articles identified using the specific category information, we did not perform a corpus cleaning. That is, we did not remove inappropriate articles as disambiguation pages or miss-classified articles within the document collection. Overall our approach shows very promising results in generating specified and generalized topic labels for input documents.
B. Results
V. CONCLUSIONS We presented an approach using a social ontology to label documents by means of Open Topic Model. We considered the task of topic labelling as a task of document alignment within a social network. Comprised category information of article concepts was used to conduct a topic generalization. The performance was evaluated against two different corpora reporting an accuracy of up to .73. Additionally, we proposed a method for measuring semantic relatedness using a reduced vector representation of the Wikipedia document collection. Evaluation was performed using multiple human judgement experiment data sets gaining a correlation of up to .77. For future work, we will focus on the task of topic generalization in depth. That is, conducting another feature weighting and reduction technique within the generalization process in order to assess the amount of generalization more precisely and to overcome an overestimation occurring in certain category trails.
